


Foreword
Learning slang is most certainly one of the most useful and entertaining 
ways to explore a new language.  To some people, the French have only 
two expletives: Merde (= shit) and Sacrebleu (= My God).

This e-Book will not only teach you how the French curse, but also 
allows you to discover some useful expressions that we use in France. 
Do not worry; I won’t only focus on offensive words! You will learn tons 
of expressions and idioms that the French use every day.

Some portions of the e-book might contain some shocking expressions, 
but I have placed them at the end of the e-book, so if you would 
feel uncomfortable learning them, there are still tons on ‘U rated’ 
expressions. I tried to sort the chapter by priority for you to learn 
without being bothered by offensive words.

Because understanding and pronouncing the words is everything, I 
have included the MP3 in 2 versions: 

- French only to let you practice the pronunciation.
- A French/English version which can be used as a quiz or to learn 
without the e-book in front of you.

Your feedback is very important to me, so if you find this e-book helpful 
to you in any way, please share a review and I’d be glad to give you a 
little gift as a sign of gratitude.
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2/ Complaining 
- Se plaindre



2/ Complaining - se plaindre

un poil (P)  a tiny bit ( literally “a hair”)
Se ficher du monde / se foutre du monde (P)  Don’t give a damn
Ras le bol  (P)  I have enough 
Râler  to whine 
J’en ai marre  / J’ en ai ma claque (P) “I’ve had enough already” 
C’est quoi ça ?  (P) « what’s the heck is that ? »
aux frais de at the expense of ….:…. is paying
se les geler  (P) cold enough to freeze your balls off
Débordé (P) Completely overwhelmed
dingue (P) crazy, mad
pousser: Faut pas pousser. Don’t push your luck.
Claqué -crevé  (P) exhausted
Nase exhausted
Ça marche? / Tu t’en sors?  (P) Is that all right? Is that acceptable?
la blague  (P) joke
Blague ( c’est une blague?)  (P) Joke 
Y a pas l’feu!   (P) No rush! Calm down!
grave  (P) really ( when used as an adverb)
furax really mad
à la bourre running late
Tu parles So what
trempé (jusqu’aux os) soaked ( to the bone/skin)
remettre ça start all over again
abus:Y a de l’abus! That’s going too far!
le comble the absolute limit
Ca cafouille There’s a mess
trop: être de trop to be a third wheel (to play gooseberry)
avoir la crève  (P) to be ill
attraper la crève to catch a cold
poireauter  (P) to be kept waiting, to hang around
débordé, être to be overwhelmed (usually by work)
ras le bol: en avoir ras to be sick and tired of something,
marre: en avoir marre to be sick of something, to have as much as you can 

take
avoir de la gueule to be striking
être lessivée to be washed out
être bien roulée to be well rounded
péter un plomb  (P) to blow a fuse ( to bust a gut)
péter to blow up, to fart, to break down
chier to crap
chialer (P) to cry
rincer, se faire to get soaked



End of this sample. You can buy this 
product here. 

http://store.talkinfrench.com/product/
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